Psychotherapy of Arab patients in the West: uniqueness, empathy, and "otherness".
The study of Arab patients seeking treatment for their psychological problems in the West has previously been underrepresented in mainstream American journals. Notwithstanding various attempts that deal with Arab Americans as a minority group, there has been a paucity of scholarship dealing with Arab patients' unique characteristics related to sociopolitical, cultural, and other factors that impact the therapeutic process for those individuals who are not acculturated to the American way of life. These patients present challenges to their therapists owing to the contrasting cultural understanding and conceptualization of mental illness and therapeutic process. Therapists need to fully appreciate the relationship between culture and psychotherapy. Patients' and clinicians' awareness of differences may contribute to the ability of both sides of the therapeutic dyad to overcome some of the differences encountered when Arab patients are treated outside their cultural domain. A case vignette serves to illuminate how issues of cultural transference and countertransference can be managed for the benefit of the patient and the enlightenment of the therapist.